PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Librarian’s Choice
Plan

CHOOSE
WHAT WORKS
FOR YOUR
LARGE PRINT
READERS
Looking for an easy way to stretch
your time and budget? Consider our
Librarian’s Choice Plan. This large
print program allows you to build the
collection that best fits your readers’
needs. No titles are off limits, from
hot new bestsellers to backlists—
preorders included.

PROGRAM OPTIONS
Select from three available plans; all include
free shipping and handling.

PLAN 1
25–47 books at a 15% discount.
Promo code: L2788

Why subscribe?

PLAN 2
48–99 books at an 18% discount.
Promo code: L2789

CONVENIENCE – We know you’re
busy. The Librarian’s Choice Plan
allows you to select the titles that
your readers are looking for and
place the order when it’s convenient
for you.
CHOICE – Highly circulating
collections feature a variety of titles.
Selecting the titles yourself enables
you to introduce genres and authors
on a title-by-title basis.
SAVINGS – Discounts range from
15% to 20%, depending on which
program you choose. How’s that
for stretching your budget?

PLAN 3
100 or more books at a 20% discount.
Promo code: L2790
Cannot be combined with any other discounts. Use appropriate promo
number when placing orders. Title commitment to be completed within
one year of plan establishment.
more

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR PLAN
It’s important that books do more than fill shelves. They need to serve a purpose.
Here are a few ways you can maximize your large print collection’s impact.
• Extra copies – When a New York Times bestseller is released, sometimes one copy just
isn’t enough. The Thorndike Press Librarian’s Choice plan allows you to bring in as many
copies of today’s bestsellers and bestselling authors in large print as necessary, to keep
popular titles on the shelf.

• Simultaneous publications – Whenever possible, we strive to release the large print
edition within one month of the original publisher’s release date. Our plans allows you to
offer multiple copies of these must-have titles, in a format that works for many readers.

• Outreach programs – Large print promotes greater participation and outcomes with
book clubs, book mobiles, and literacy programs.

Ready to join? Visit gale.com/thorndike/lcp to get started.
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